Just this side of Byzantium: an introduction. This book, like most of my books and stories, was a surprise. I began to learn the nature of such surprises, thank God, when I was fairly young as a writer. Dandelion Wine is nothing if it is not the boy-hid-in-the-man playing in the fields of the Lord on the green grass of other Augasts in the midst of starting to grow up, grow old, and sense darkness waiting under the trees to seed the blood. 5 books based on 2 votes: Perfect by Rachel Joyce, Picking Dandelions: A Search for Eden Among Life's Weeds by Sarah Cunningham, Dandelion Wine by Ray Br... Score. A bookâ€™s total score is based on multiple factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book. All Votes Add Books To This List.